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Swami: Just I talked in Penukonda about confusions, opening your 
heart, it makes the people, some people a little hurt. I putted, I think, 
a little confuse, am I? Yes? Who are they?  Who are they?  One, two... 
Umm good, ten people. Well, it is necessary to create... Think about 
yourself. What exactly you are doing. To think on very deeper level 
about your self, what you are doing on the spiritual path—where it 
goes. 

Even in the beginning there is a little hurt, little makes you confused. 
Automatically you can find your way or you can talk with your 
friends, or you can come to Swami when the Swami gives interview 
to you, definitely you can ask your questions. What is your confusion 
South African lady? Do you really like Jesus? 

Student: Yes, that is what I grew up with. 

Swami: It’s a little strange to you to come out in the Indian tradition 
with the Shirdi Baba energy? Be honest. 

Student: Yes, um, it’s just too many different things and I don’t know 
which way everything fits in and where I fit in. I think I can believe 
you. Who I can pray to? 

Swami: Umm, I should preserve away your tears, some liters, some 
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liters, since three or four days huh? Hey, it’s simple. Why are you 
confused? God is one. It doesn’t matter, even the Jesus, Shirdi Baba, 
Shiva, Lord Vishnu… You didn’t complete yet this conversation with 
your Swami, after it came big eighty percent talk finished. Then 
everybody can have a beautiful idea. 

When a man who was drawing a picture, the beginners even if they 
started to watch when I’m making the man face, the man structure, 
I’m coming with the legs. If you go a little weird, which face I’m 
drawing? You have to wait until to who’s that person’s to giving 
clear idea about the Gods. You understand? It’s natural. Don’t give 
the chance in your heart to getting excitement, not excitement – 
depression, depression, sadness… I like Jesus so much, so, so, so 
much. 

Sometimes I can accept his energy. Right now, what I’m doing the 
process on the Christmas celebration, complete I’m his energy. I’m 
not in Shirdi energy, not in Shiva energy, just I’m in the Jesus energy. 
Does it make sense guys?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  From the beginning who was staying with me, “Yes,” cows 
is different like a same. You understand? It’s like a big how to 
understand it. Cows is different, makes the same, color and 
everything almost all the same. You have to understand that 
otherwise uh-uh, a lot of painful in your heart. It’s ok, you can started 
to think on yourself, but uh, it’s not the right way to think, to get the 
confuse. Even some people thinking too much, some people thinking, 
“Oh Swami I can’t meditate, I can’t do business, I can’t take care of 
my children, I can’t take care of my healing center, I can’t take care of 
my friends, I can’t take care of my habits...” it’s too much, too heavy! 

To be in a ‘one mind’ a lot of stuff at the time to be pulling out, 
sucking in. Complete, you are going this way, immediately diverting 
from the spiritual path. In entire, in the universe, we can win 
anything except spirituality. Spirituality is like a big climbing Everest 
mountain. It’s not the easy path, ok you can sit, close your eyes and 
meditating. It’s a big hard work to have to face a lot of energy 
channels. Even though you are in your home, a lot of stuff comes on 
you to make you to disturb, to make you upset. A lot of criticisms, a 
lot of crazy, crazy, crazy things, a lot of confusions, a lot of doubts, a 
lot of mysterious life. 
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It’s natural, but even though it’s coming, one time if you lost that, if 
you loose that, it is again hard to catch the energy channels. It’s not 
advisable to be like a butterfly to be visiting many, many flowers,  
many, many masters. It’s ok, but all the flowers, even though the 
butterfly is coming to tasting of the fragrance and the bit of honey, 
the sweetness in the flowers, the sweetness is the sweetness, there is 
no limit for that. You understand?  

Student:  Um… 

Swami:  When you understood one part, one section, we have to be in 
that to grow up that. That’s why I’m saying, even though many 
people came through with many, many masters, it’s ok, but when 
you understood, even now you have to take final step to take one 
branch. Ok, I will stand in this way. You can study, you can learn, but 
to following your heart with one process is wonderful, it’s advisable. 

When somebody, a beautiful master came, he is teaching, he is giving 
a big seminar - go sit, listen to his beautiful words, it’s not bad. To 
again complete you’re closing your doors, taking another channel, 
again beginning with A to Z in the middle, again closing, another 
master coming, giving other information, closing his channel 
completely, door, going in another direction… You understand that? 
It’s very, very dangerous process if we do like that. Many, many 
saints who is friends of me, they advice, no, no you shouldn’t do that, 
come this direction. No, no, no you shouldn’t do this take this 
diversion. I listen. Whatever my heart says, I follow it. Once I took 
decision - that’s it ‘do or die.’ Just simply following. I listen to 
everybody, I never ignore. Even small kids, something talking very 
interesting. I said, “Ok, talk.” I’m watching, I’m seeing what is the 
greatness there. 

Everybody, student have to understand that. Life is a... it’s like a big 
challenge. Like Martin’s life, if anybody started to think on Martin, 
even himself, hey what I am? What I learn from spirituality? How 
much I grown from spirituality? How much grown yourself in 
spirituality?  If you started to think, at least you have to feel yourself, 
your greatness, something. How I feel about my students, “Oh, I 
wrote this book. Oh, I wrote this book. I prepared this much healers. I 
learned this much knowledge. I know the hundred prayers.” 

In the beginning, you are very hard to remember the prayers. It is 
very hard to you to practice. Self-satisfaction you have to create. You 
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have to develop that. When you have a huge self-satisfaction, then 
your spiritual light, your spiritual soul when it takes off it maintains 
it’s same attitude - going. If there is no satisfaction, it completely 
creates your life big mystery. Then once... there is a big chance after, 
when you reach a certain level then your mind go crazy. There is no 
God at all. There is no truth at all. There is no saints - all is completely 
crazy. It’s a big mystery, a big illusion. I waste like a many years time, 
that type of crazy, crazy illusions, big chance comes attacking on you. 

When it attacks on you, after listening to too many crazy stuff putting 
in your mind, everything your heart is following, every process your 
heart is opening, then there is a many students with a different...TM 
students, you know TM? The Germans know that?  

German Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  Somebody Muktananda student. Even in India many, many 
students of me, like sixty years old people, forty-five, fifty years, from 
childhood they started. Nothing - they are not seeing any ten percent 
implementing them - wherever they are, they are. “Swami, what is 
this big illusion?” This means they have no idea what exactly they 
have to follow. Then eighty-five percent people I clarified, again they 
came back. Okay, the God is there, love is there, knowledge is there, 
truth is there, I should follow? I shouldn’t ignore that? Otherwise, 
ninety-five percent now-a-days, all spiritual students, they are going 
fall down, going fall down. Even a lot of stuff is coming it is natural. 
You have to take off, you have no resistance power, you have no 
energy to take off, just you stay there. Just you stay there don’t drop 
it. If you drop it, it falls down. Just you stay there, then automatically, 
when the time comes, again you can take off, when you fall downs 
means, when you gave up. 

Suppose I’m doing everyday twenty-five minutes meditation. After 
six months, I’m first three months I feel so happy, then two months a 
little hard, then the six months, really, really hard. My heart is ready 
to close it, “It’s crazy, come on.” If you close it, it is again hard to 
bring the same channels, the same resistance power, the same 
feelings, same energy from your body, from your heart, it is very 
difficult. Again it takes two or three years this channeling to hooking, 
till you reach that stage. I don’t want to scare but it is huge sense. 
Because of some channels, myself practically I closed. Come on forget 
it. Then after, when I felt, “Why can’t I do again that?” After listening 
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to many peoples’ words, saints, different friends, again taking the 
process to bring that, “Hey, I didn’t feel anything!” 

Beginning I’m feeling so, so tremendous energy. Then again it takes 
to me like one and a half years to take off. Whatever it is, it is. Om na 
ma shi va ya the channeling and doing the prayer, Om na ma shi va 
ya, the Indian tradition created Shiva, a big statue atma lingam, a lot 
of vibrations - entire the universe is depending that man, they created 
huge. A strange nature of any person who started to think in negative 
way, definitely they are right, “Who is Shiva? What does it mean Om 
na ma shi va ya? Is there any perfect meaning is there? Who first 
created that meaning? Who first created? That is also he is a man.” Of 
course he is channeling and he is writing on that. It is coming and 
coming. Who wrote the beginning? 

If we started to think that, there is no proof. You understand, proof of 
evidence. Until when you started to be faithful, faith is so, so, so, so 
important! If you have no faith, completely taking a beautiful rose 
water, putting in ash, you know ash?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami: Putting in ash, throwing in ash, throwing in bushes, no 
useful, like your time and your attention and your... How to develop 
the faith? The beginning stage is a little difficult. You have to be 
certain time moments, like one year, six months, nine months... You 
have to think on yourself to practicing. You have to think on yourself 
like a car driving. At the time you can’t get the car driving. You have 
to be, even though...  will tell one example. 

Even in Swami’s personal life, I’m a big... sometimes I creates a lot of 
illusions in the students, to shaking, real shaking, like a filtering - 
who will really stands that? That’s my nature - I don’t want to waste 
my time with crazy minds. Seriously, I don’t want to waste my 
energy. Who was real students, even few, I’m so happy to spend with 
them, I bring them to help. Ok, I will talk sense of time. Sometimes I 
never maintain my time intentionally. A certain person, ok do this 
process. I make him to do the process. I never help him again, “Hey 
what’s the position. Where are you now? Are you still alive or gone 
on?” Of course even though I’m ignoring him, whole my attention is 
watching on him, inwardly watching, always watching who’s this 
guy? What is his condition? Is he going down, high, or is he staying 
there? 
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Some students they are doing pretty good. They’re standing there, 
Ok, whenever you come I’m here. I can’t do more. I can’t go down. I 
will stand here. Some students, “Swami I stopped this, you didn’t 
give any, you didn’t satisfy, uncomfortable.” Good, no problem. 
Somebody’s just doing it, just doing it. 

For example, I putted one lady, who is that lady? She didn’t came 
here. Exact I putted her in the meditation like four and a half, five 
hours. Everybody is doing garden work, putting the rocks. Of course 
one couple is that time waiting. Another lady I putted her in 
meditation in my backside, exact to Shirdi Baba. For four and a half 
hours she is very frustrated. You know frustrated?  

Students: Yes. 

Swami:  Just I say I will be back in fifteen minutes. Four hours, she’s 
feeling very uncomfortable, lonely. Of course I gave a mantra to her 
to chanting. When I interrupted her after four hours she’s complete 
like, “Oh Swami thank you.” She didn’t stop that but she’s keeping 
on doing, doing, doing, doing. I have to see again, one more test on 
her. She already win, but she’s still in confusion. You understand 
why I’m saying that? The masters?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  A small story in Kabir Das, you know Kabir Das everybody?  

Students: Uh-huh.  

Swami:  Big famous saint in India, he’s a purely dedicated to Rama. 
He had a beautiful wife. It’s a full daytime. He’s a weaver, you know 
weaver? Making the cloths. Handy made weaver. !One day some 
devotes came to him to waiting for some advices. Beautiful daytime 
he’s making cloth. Suddenly, that rope breaks. You know rope? Small 
thread. Small thread breaks. Just he told, “Hey my wife, bring a light. 
Fix that thread.” All the students of Kabir Das, they amazed. Hey, is 
our master a little crazy? There’s a huge light. Why he told his wife to 
bring the light and fix it?  His wife bring the lamp light the candle, 
putted and she fixed. Even though she seen clearly, but she brought 
the candle, she did it, she went back. Again he started to make cloth. 

All the students… there’s a big confusion no doubt, “He’s become a 
hysteria patient. He’s not master, he’s a hysteria patient!” There are 
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six students came who are left. Just two, two are staying there. One 
man, a little confusion, one man, “My master is not crazy, he knows 
what he’s talking but there is a something a little trick is there. I have 
to think on that.” Then he came out. Where is six people, I’m suppose 
to see six people? Well, they changed their minds and went. “Good, 
they thought I’m a hysteria patient. It’s good for me.” The other 
person who is a little confused… He told, “My wife, she took my 
advice, whatever I say, simply she followed it. That’s why she’s seen 
many, many huge miracles with me. She knows I’m a great human 
being. Even though what I’m talking a little crazy, she understood. 
Something is secrecy is there and she did it.” 

Who follows complete God power, whatever it is, definitely they can 
win it - that is God’s greatness. Complete surrendering and doing it. 
Of course, when you are doing, you have to think with your heart, is 
it good or not? If you started to think of your master, his nature, you 
have no resistance power to analyze him - he’s a master, you are here, 
he studied more than you. He knows better than you. There is a 
reason what he express, what his way of talking, everything. He 
knows very well. Then that two students, they fall down on his feet. 
They became very, very great, successful. One saint is Timayananda - 
one saint is Nagananda. Two saints, it’s Indian histories. It’s true 
stories. Who has been with the master to winning the master’s heart, 
it’s not easy, it’s not easy, to me especially. Even now from Shirdi 
Baba, even now I’m facing huge problems. 

If I started to think on him, then my mind go crazy, then I started to 
pull my hairs. Hey, there is no reason - complete wasting. Even what 
I fixed that - today program, just by his order bringing everybody to 
Hampi, well ok I’m doing it, otherwise it’s too much journey to me to 
be handling, again to jumping on my Christmas Program. My 
Christmas Program is like taking my ninety percent energy out. I’m 
going like complete down, like two hours washing, like a delivery 
mother. You understand delivery mother? After built upping energy, 
built upping energy, built upping energy, and one time just bringing 
out. Until to bringing out, it’s little mystery. 

“Oh, Swami talks, something is there.” When its came out, then I feel 
like only ten percent, then again it takes to me five or six hours to 
bringing up. That is the really, really huge testing in Swami’s life. I 
never did what I’m suppose to do in this Christmas Celebration. I 
never did in entire my life. This process is huge what I’m preparing, 
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making. 

So my sincere and serious advice once more, to learning mantras, to 
studying the knowledge, one level ok, good. To understanding, to be 
friendly, to hooking the master’s heart, that is even… why ever you 
like any master it doesn’t matter, either he maybe in Germany, 
maybe he’s an American, maybe he’s in Holland, maybe he’s in...it 
doesn’t matter - Master is master. Who is wake upping the 
knowledge in you. Who is telling the truthful knowledge and making 
a light in your darkness - He’s a master. You have to open your heart 
complete surrendering to follow him, otherwise if you follow one 
stage then the master, you will become automatically master. Then 
you can easily, you can create thousands of thousands of people 
easily. You can help many people. 

When you are helping many people, that greatness of happy, that 
what you’re staking, the happiness, that is incredible! “What does it 
Swami, I’m seems like ten years healer, I didn’t see anytime 
happiness?” Of course, even though you are giving healing, you’re 
not feeling very well, your soul doing hard work, like morning to 
evening, like donkey service. But whatever the patients is getting, 
much benefits from you, whatever the heart broken the people 
getting benefits to you. Your soul is getting higher and higher and 
higher powerful. Without your notice, your soul is like a raw 
diamond, you are making cutting in a beautiful way, making 
dazzling. That energy making your soul - that is one type of 
meditation. That is one type of big, huge yoga helping the people. 
Only few people is getting highest successful because of they are 
receiving that joy to their soul, and they are making high successful. 
Even though they are doing like a blindly, it is helping them. 

Even though they are not comfortable, but they stick on their duty -  
they took as duty, “Ok, it’s my duty to helping on them.” Suppose 
it’s a doctor. A patient came. She feels so sick. He knows exactly what 
is the medicine to give her. He’s not feeling comfortable with his 
work, but he’s giving injection. He’s working on her. After she is 
getting better, when she got again sick, her heart is open to you only. 
Swami or a doctor, “Please heal me, give me medicine.” Even though 
there is a big expert is there, big doctor, but she wants to consult him. 
It means all her energy is affecting on him automatically. At this 
stage he is developing very huge. He becomes a very powerful soul. 
Does it make sense?  
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Students:  Yes. 

Swami: It means, why I’m saying, you have to hook your friends. 
Even though you’re not comfortable, you have to do your duty. Like 
beginning stage when you are not comfortable with your meditations, 
you have to do it. You have to cultivate it. It’s not easy on spiritual 
path to easily to get it. It’s not like a fun, it’s really, really hard work 
to finding the God. And it’s very, very, very easy to finding the God 
when you understand his nature. To understand his nature it’s like a 
coconut. We can’t expect when you get started to, with a nail, to 
hammer it to broke it. How much energy it takes to break it. You 
understand? If you started like first stroke slowly, second, third, 
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh point it breaks up. 

When you started to understand the God nature, it’s in the beginning, 
it’s a bit crazy, the illusions, the tradition, the mantras, the prayers, all 
the teachers, all the gurus. Then you started to eat, then you can see it, 
“Swami, there is a thousands of students is coming to you. How 
many people can successful as you in your presence?” I’m trying my 
maximum best to get at least eighty percent of my students to get 
success. In a previous saints, pervious gurus, previous swamis, with 
masters, there is only two percent to five percent students get success. 
I want to change that nature just to be like put in eighty percent. Very 
few students bringing them out, making them one hundred percent 
get success. Each part, each in their minds, working with their 
mind,making them successful one hundred percent. The good 
fortune nobody can’t predict it, the good fortune even… is anybody 
thinking guys, two years before you’re coming here and you’re 
learning these prayers from me? Anybody think that?  

Students:  No. 

Swami: Just came.  

Students: Yes. 

Swami: Just came like that, a good fortune. I’m praying for 
everybody to God. You have to bring the good fortune for them. You 
have to make it happen, some channels, some qualities so, any 
questions?  

Student: You talk about all the effort we have to put into it. Is it 
everything, basically, absolute destiny or is there really, ‘free will?’ I 
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mean, how much of it is our destiny? How much is our, ‘free will?’ 
She wants to know this path that we’re on, whatever we choose to do, 
is it predetermined that we’ll go that way, or do we have the, ‘free 
will’ the choice to do it? How much, what percent is the choice and 
what percent... How much can each individual pick, or is it just 
destiny whether we will make it or not? 

Swami: Pretty interesting question, I have to explain this. The Indian, 
any tradition most-ofly in the universe they talks, suppose in this 
lifetime I did a ten-years meditation. I didn’t get anything. The God is 
so, so kind person, when you die, next life again he is giving a 
fortunate to you, making meeting a beautiful master to showing the 
real truthful knowledge.  He is making the channel again to you hook 
to your soul again the spirituality. The good fortune, it comes. Hey, 
like a fish when it is going in the water, when you’re starting to 
fishing, what you call that?  

Students: Hook. 

Swami:  Hook.  With something meat or something there...  

Student: Bait. 

Swami: Bait, and it’s making the smell. You’re coming, He’s hooking 
you again it’s spirituality - same process to the masters. They comes 
into the world like a fishing. Who was in their previous life, really 
open there, like doing hard work, and hard work, going high, then 
the big illusion attacks on them, coming down. That type of persons, 
God is so kind, again he’s giving next chance, “Ok, again I’m giving 
chance to you in this life. Take out. Find me. Recognize yourself who 
you are, where you came from. What is your real destiny? (Snap) Ok, 
let’s go. I’m giving chance to you.” 

Then again, doing some traditions, the master’s knowledge, again 
taking off. What I recommend, what I’m saying, the master has to be 
a little tough on the students. But I’m so sorry to saying this. I am 
sometimes huge tough. Don’t misunderstand on me. Tough means 
it’s not ordinary tough, crazy tuff like a knife cutting. Hey, forget it. 
Even though like me, I’m making pressure, the pressure on that, after 
I remove that there is a lot of pleasure, happiness is there. It comes 
out. Once more putting, taking out all the... You understand? Is it 
making sense?  No, nobody don’t understand it. 
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Student:  Swamiji, how much do you do, and how much do we do to 
reach God? 

Swami: Oh, it’s pretty interesting. If the master really thinks he really, 
really, really loves you, you no need to do any practice. It is an open 
secret. You no need to do anything. I will tell one story, the real story 
with Shirdi Baba. When he was with Venkusa, Shirdi Baba’s master is 
Venkusa. Any saint in the universe, they have a master. When he’s 
with his master, his Baba’s duty is to washing his clothes, his master’s 
clothes, giving him little massage, take caring his food or water, 
making his bed clean, bringing in the flowers in the garden for his 
puja. All the Venkusa, the Shirdi Baba master, he’s teaching some 
thousands of students. But Shirdi Baba he sits in one corner watching 
the master. When he’s coughing, when he’s teaching, he’s brings the 
water, then he goes in the corner and watch him. 

When he’s finished the talk, he makes the hot water in his bathroom, 
takes shower, giving clothes. Making some beautiful sandal paste to 
his shower. Many, many years later, that master, really he fell in love 
with Shirdi Baba. Without him the master, he didn’t take the meals. 
Hey, where is that, my student? Even though there are a thousands 
of students, they are ready to do any seva to master? The master is 
only getting from him. Then they, all the students are getting huge 
jealousy, huge egoism. I have to talk on that. It’s good to make me 
remember. 

Then one day when Shirdi Baba is breaking the sticks to the firewood, 
some students came with a huge brick, throwing on Baba to kill his 
head, planning on him. They throwed a big brick on Baba, he got the 
hitted, the blood started to bleeding. Even though the blood is 
bleeding, he’s, “Oh my dear master, where are you? Please protect 
me. Please, please, please! They are ready to attack and they are 
ready to killing me. I’m in the middle of the forest. Oh, master!” Then 
the master, he recognized that crazy thing happening, some of his 
students killing on him (Shirdi Baba). That brick, after he hitted on 
that, that brick started to protected him, Shirdi Baba. Nobody can 
touch. It’s coming on the students to beating on them. All students is 
running and running and they come to the ashram. It’s coming then, 
Baba also came. 

The brick is standing there ready to hit on them. They’re very, so 
scared. Oh master please forgive us. We planned to kill your student 
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but our friend, please forgive. The blood is bleeding, then the master 
got his dhoti. You know dhoti?  

Students: Yes. 

Swami:  Then he teared it and he made a scarf. Then please ask if you, 
anybody want forgiveness. Falling down on Shirdi Baba’s feet, 
otherwise the brick would kill everybody’s heads in only very short 
time. Then everybody fall on Baba, “Please forgive my dear friend.” 
That brick came to the master’s hand. That brick gave as a donation, a 
gift, a power object. That is a power object of Baba’s. Entire the 
master’s energy is hidden in that object. Take this. This brick carries, 
entire your life to be very smooth and very successful. I bless you 
right now some of my powers to you. Then he took some water; he 
made him to drink. I gave to you. Go, go in the world and get success 
to solve the human being’s. Entire the universe, one day - they will 
recognize your greatness. It is my word - go. 

Then before, when he’s going, he told, “Go this direction, this 
direction. Stay in Shirdi,” he said.  In Shirdi he faced huge problems. 
Of course everybody know that. Like that, if the master thinks...If the 
master really falls in love on you, if you make him so much 
impressed, such a truthful, complete devotional. I mean you no need 
to do seva, like washing my clothes and tearing it, “Oh Swami, I 
should wash your clothes.” It’s not like that. You open your heart to 
be faithful, to follow, it’s very important. You will... There is fifty-fifty 
chance your meditation power, and master’s help fifty-fifty. 

I want to talk on the jealousy and egoism. What I am observing right 
now, even since many years. When I started to talk. Suppose 
Jonathan, some another of his friends started to be huge jealous on 
him. He’s going hurting himself, hurting means he’s feeling some 
pain. Why Swami always him to talk? What’s wrong in me? Why he 
didn’t come and give a smile to me? Even why didn’t he come and 
talk to me. Even, “Hey, how are you? What you doing?” I’m also his 
student.  

Then suppose I am doing some secret channels, putting him and 
doing something stuff. Who are his friends starting to think on him, 
even if not thinking on him, if you develop that egoism and jealousy, 
if you started to growing the jealousy, like huge jealousy, thinking 
one time, sucking, like your one year meditation power going in the 
ground - it’s very serious! Especially in my energy process to entire 
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my students. It’s my advice. It’s very, very important! Suppose 
Swami gave a beautiful chain to her, one lady. Especially, I observe in 
the ladies, “Oh my God, oh my God. It’s very, very important. Oh 
Swami is talking to her. You have to sit and watch, you have to enjoy 
that, their conversation, how they’re laughing and everything. Ok, 
you can suck some of that, their energy.” That’s so wonderful. To me, 
actually I do when a beautiful couple is smiling each others, making 
jokes. Suppose wherever I go, the beautiful temples in India, they 
don’t know who am I. I’m just simply I’m watching. Even though my 
devotees like fifteen, twenty people we went in some temple. I make 
them go and sit somewhere else - don’t focus on me like a big 
attention. I see some watching on them. 

Such a beautiful couple, they’re creating huge beautiful energy there. 
Definitely I’m taking some, ok (laughter). I’m giving huge blessing to 
them. Some kids playing, really it attracts me. Like kids is playing. 
My heart is really, I want to go and join with them to disturb, to play 
with them. If I go there, they’ll go in this direction, this direction, this 
direction - they can’t join it. Simply watching from far away distance. 
They’re creating huge love, huge energy they’re built-upping it, 
innocently they are doing it. Is it making sense?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  You have to enjoy that, other wise, come on… If you are 
creating such a crazy jealousy in you, definitely Swami knows that. 
Then he’s starting putting more break. Suppose he is suppose to talk 
to you tomorrow, then he makes to you two days later, putting more 
pressure on you.  Again in front of you he started talking, again with 
another person da, da, da, da, da. How long he can stay, he can 
stand? Swami is always watching each person, who is this guy? What 
is his life? What I can suppose to help him, what I can help him? How 
much I can help him? Even though hiding yourself, your jealous and 
everything I can smell it easily. (laughter) Usually, I can smell it. 

Student: Even if we suspect there is jealously, how do you break the 
pattern? How can I break the pattern? 

Swami: You have to close that immediately, and you started to enjoy 
that.  Simply listening to my talk. Hey, Swami told. 

Student: Do you think something like that keeps coming back? 
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Swami:  When you started to doing that, watching and enjoying, 
that’s so happy that it develops automatically. Suppose, it’s a little 
strange to explain deeply... there are many examples. Definitely, 
many peoples are hurts here. I don’t want to make the hurt. Anyhow 
everybody understood this?  Any questions? ! 

Student: Swami, you wanted to explain Krishna and the sun? 

Swami: No, we will see in this conversation any questions, in this 
subject. 

Student: When I’m with many people, I tend to loose myself. I tend to 
give myself to everybody. How can I... Can you give me something to 
help to stay inside with me? When I’m either in a relationship or 
when I’m with many people like in this group, I tend to loose my 
roots and I tend to not be with myself, but with everybody else and I 
would like to learn to stay with myself when I’m with others. And 
when I feel that I’m loosing myself, I start closing my heart and I 
don’t want to close my heart. 

Swami:  Can you Ramakrishna, can you give perfect explanation to 
me? I can’t understand exactly. 

Ramakrishna: It means when you’re very peaceful, outside, even 
when there is a little chaos it doesn’t strongly affect. 

Swami: Chaos? 

Ramakrishna: Chaos means, let’s say there is some craziness around 
you. If you have the peace inside, when the chaos comes, if you don’t 
forget yourself you stay very peaceful. If you forget yourself, just you 
go out in the chaos. You loose your peace. The crazy outside comes in. 

Swami: Ok, Ok. 

Ramakrishna: He is saying when he is with many people, he looses 
himself; he can’t focus on himself. He can’t keep his peace in his own 
peace inside...whatever is inside. He feels what is outside, comes 
inside. 

Swami: It’s true. It comes in the negativity, how to decharge. The 
fundamental is a huge subject, very important subject. Even if you 
learn or not learn these mantras, these prayers, how to be aware of 
the negativity, how to take care of the negativity, how to protect 
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yourself - these I’m going to talk on that, it is a big subject. It’s ah, 
how the peoples’ karmas affect on you. How the peoples’ negativity 
affects on you. Is it really affecting? Is it illusion, or is it your 
thinking? There are big clarifications we have to talk on that, so... 

It affects no doubt. Suppose a beautiful wife and husband, a 
boyfriend, a girlfriend. If the girlfriend is weeping, she’s missing the 
boyfriend. No doubt the boyfriend is getting affect there. He will 
something sad. Immediately he is thinking on her, like something is 
loosing from her. Their hearts is like really aching with the huge love, 
lack of the love, like missing each other. You understand? How it is 
affecting if she, the girlfriend, is thinking very deeply here. It is 
affecting on the boyfriend, the vibrations, the energy, how it is 
affecting. The same level when you started to giving the high peace 
somebody else, then they’re completely huge enjoying that, like 
sucking from you. It means, they are gaining - you are losing. When 
you lost, how do you built up? When they gaining they’re releasing 
something, they automatically release their pain. Where is it going? Is 
it going in the nature or is it affecting on you? Little bit, it affects on 
you. That little bit, little bit, little bit is like huge! One day it making 
you, how do you to take off? How do you aware of that? It’s a pretty 
interesting subject, so I will discussion very deeply that. 

I will talk even now the subject, but until to Christmas give me time. 
After the Christmas I’m complete on everybody’s service like each 
person take caring and handling like from morning to evening. Until 
to Christmas later, it’s my time. Even though I’m giving huge shakti 
and huge blessing everybody. Until to Christmas uh-uh, you should 
follow Swami times, after that, I promise, I will follow everybody’s 
times, with God’s help! (laughter) 

Especially nowadays in the universe, ninety percent of the healers, 
they’re definitely, they are the huge some sickness, or some they’re 
painful problems, some family problems. They’re not happy. Is it 
making sense, the famous, any famous healer, very successful healers 
including me. Honestly, me always, even though where I am in the 
world, I have to call to Penukonda. Wherever I am just even three or 
four hours once, “Hey, da, da, da, da.” That’s it, like two or three 
minutes, like huge Baba hooked me that to take caring on my boys, 
that I administration there. If I lost that channel to not taking caring 
on them, it’s going a little crazy to make me to huge disturbance. I 
can see with my intuition that nothing is there, but in India the owner 
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has to give a call like to putting them to attention, “Ok Swami’s...” I 
told a real story. Like that, the healers… some negativity is like a big 
cobra is on their back to, in the different ways. To me I have many 
gates opening. I’m big sucking. No problem, nothing will happen to 
me, like the big opening. But what I’m going to give, the doors, 
channels, it’s a, it never attacks to my students, whatever their bad 
karma it comes to me. First it has to come to my door and it then has 
to go to them. You understand?  

Students:  Yes.  

Swami:  Suppose if you (Anya) are like a thousand percent of 
negativity, it comes to nine hundred and ninety, then ten percent 
goes to Anya, so then after my negativity, it goes to Baba, everyday 
coming and touching Baba’s feet - decharging it. Generally, on the 
stage, everyday morning, how many minutes I be there - one or two? 
That’s the more than that I never stay on it. Even though there is a big 
junction is running on the Baba stage, especially standing on him 
watching his eyes. Not necessary… short time - huge affect. One or 
two minutes, open channel, and just giving to him, decharging. 

So how to channeling with your masters in the healing process and 
the channels, I will explain very deeply on that. So, definitely a 
person needs to take care your negativity. Of course you are with the 
God to the master, you have to throw on the master. There’s such a 
simple innocent person you’re take caring, you’re doing the healing, 
the master’s techniques, whoever you’re giving the technique, 
whatever the karma is coming, is definitely going to them. Even if it 
is going to them, but it is something is affecting on you - that you 
have to take care. There is a decharging process I’m going to talk on 
very deeply. Any questions? 

Student: Ah, my question is how to keep our own health. I am 
watching you, you are not appetite like a big elephant. You are 
working every minute of the day and sometimes you sleep one of 
two hours or maybe none at all. I also knew other people who are not 
masters, but are reputable healers and they suffer their own health, 
they sacrifice their own health for the patient. Um, I need six hours of 
sleep to be awake and to be helpful to others. 

Swami: You know one thing? You know one thing? I’m a very good 
sleeper if I have the time. Sometimes in a week or monthly twice - if I 
took the sleeping yoga, I completely do honest to the sleeping. 
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Laying down, taking my blanket, closing period. Even 2pm, 3pm, like 
twenty-four hours, like forty-eight hours, like seventeen, eighteen 
hours, like one stroke, like a camel nature. (laughter) One time 
drinking the water you can go like eighteen days, twenty-four days. 
When he is going huge tired, he goes to sleep. Of course somebody 
thinking, maybe I took some sleeping pills. (great laughter)  

After protecting them, I take all the sleeping pills. I will tell their 
name I’m sorry, Wendy.  One day, unfortunately, I went in her room. 
Hey guys, what you doing? She’s uh, her face is completely red and 
watching me like that, “Who you are to asking?” Hey, like something 
weird, her look. Then I watch, on her bed there is a big bottle of 
sleeping pills. 

Well, then I went. I’m a little sneaking person watching. What’s 
there? What’s going on there, in a good way, then I took, “Can you 
give some pills to me?” First I ask a few. If I ask all, she never gave it. 
She gave fifty percent. Then, can you give small favor? Some of my 
devotees need it. Can you give a little more? That, she put in the 
pocket, ok, she give like four, or five pills. Then I told Anya, “You 
watch on her for one week, she seems a little crazy.” Then, I guess 
she called to Clint, “Swami needs some pills. You have to bring more.” 
We had a big conversation in entire our journey yesterday in the car. 
“Um, don’t give to her. Even though she asking you, you have to lie 
because you are protecting her.” See, when you are protecting 
somebody, you are doing something, helping for somebody. Even 
though it is a little bit lie, it’s a good truth - that’s my new message in 
the world. (great roars of laughter) That’s period.  I’m crazy?  Martin, 
I’m crazy? 

Martin: No way! 

Swami:  No, it’s true. It’s necessary. It’s necessary, otherwise... but I 
know at the time she is in the huge...she don’t know what she’s doing. 
So, it’s important to see your students what they are in, the position, 
especially in the woman, very emotionals. (laughter) Very, very... like 
handling one woman, like we can handle easily a hundred men. 
When really angry one woman, that energy takes like, easily that 
energy we can, a hundred men can easily handle it. They can 
understand.  Is it true Martin? 

Martin: Can’t we take that energy in the future and feed all the 
people? You know take that energy and... 
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Swami:  That’s why I’m giving that advice. One day last year, it’s a 
real story, one lady came, she’s so, so upset on me. Her son is big 
alcoholic and he has the huge bad habits. I’m trying on him, healing. I 
tried like a one-month process. It’s not so much affecting on him, it’s 
not helping. Then he went... One day he got huge liver problems. He 
went to hospital. That poor Indian woman, of course it’s my nature, I 
told, “Don’t worry, we’ll take care your son, he’ll be fine.” In the 
talking when she’s crying emotionally, I gave that boosting words. 
You know boosting?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  Making her to be very strong, positive. When he got that 
liver problem, the doctors said, “Uh-huh, big danger.” Then she came 
huge upset, angry and mad at me. I came to you, I putted my son at 
your feet, in your hands. You spoiled my son. Hey, just you came for 
one month, back. He’s like a big alcoholic since fifteen years. Then, 
her energy is like huge. She’s so depression she wants to... she’s too 
attached to her son. Beginning from the beginning, she spoiled her 
son. Whatever he wants, giving the money very freely, like a big 
attachment, huge love flowing on him. That love turns in a negative 
way. He became very huge spoiled boy, spoiled boy. Then she is 
screaming on me. It tooks me like huge energy, like twenty-four 
hours, almost two days to her to fix. As a, easily, actually, I can 
handle an Indian woman because of big same mother tongue 
language. It’s a big communication, easily they can understand very 
easily, through the Indian tradition because they were born in this 
tradition. To her it takes to me like a crazy two days, like twenty-four 
hours, like twelve hours and twelve hours. 

So, the womans’ is like a shakti. When they’re so happy, they’re so 
happy, there’s no limit for that. If they are unhappy, it takes some 
time. There’s a big chance they can turn like immediately, to again 
happy. The second they turn like a very happy, then whole their pain 
and their unhappiness... but the man, sometimes he keeps, even 
though they happy, they keeps, still they keeps. Ok, anymore 
questions? 

Student: Swami, you talk about attachment. Now you’re here and we 
can be with you, but you told us a number of times that in the 
foreseeable future you will go. How can we make the change from 
our attachment to your physical form to your inner... to being inside 
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of us? 

Swami: I don’t think so nobody is attached with me. (Huge peels of 
laughter) Maybe I’m not attached with anybody, “Maybe that’s it.” I 
can change it, like that, easily. It’s my energy, everybody’s in my 
energy, easy to work but very few people it’s a little difficult, but 
they’ll be fine. 

Student: One more question for myself quickly.  I felt that previously 
on this path I was extremely determined and nothing could stop me. 
But lately, I get distracted very easily and I just cannot concentrate; 
everything is just too hard and I think I’ll give it up, we’ll see. 

Swami: What is your profession? 

Student: Well, I’m going from one to the other; I’m in the banking 
business. I work with computer systems, I was in training and now 
I’m a business analyst. 

Swami: You are giving any feelings to the people?  

Student:  No. 

Swami:  Nobody?  

Student:  Well, I suppose so, but not that I... 

Lothar: She’s doing huge healing for her family, father, mother, 
family . 

Swami: I got information about your pain from Ramakrishna and I 
watched you since two or three days.  I’m watching you and... Each 
person actually in your life is pretty interesting to me. It’s very 
interesting. You’re like one level huge heart is open, one level to one 
channel - huge heart closed. Just you need some clarification. It’s 
your personal life I will talk to you very privately that. 

Who was sick? I think some people was staying now. Some people 
are staying in the hotel right now and who was sick with emotionally. 
I recommend to who was staying with them to try to help them. I’m 
seeing they’re going, make them to again to take off. It’s very 
important. You have to put them in high, positive feelings to take off. 
They are here, they came from many, huge distance to learn. Don’t 
make them to waste their time, it’s more illusions, try to help them. 
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Okay, I think Doctor Clint here with the physical, some little learning, 
he will take care. Are you? 

Clint: Yes, yes. 

Swami:  So you have to check. If anybody’s patients, he is a good 
healer, good doctor - Doctor Death. (laughter) Well, there is a big 
story people tell. Wherever he goes in the hospital, if there is 
anybody is in the big sickness with coma, they’re hanging for to die, 
the ghost enter in that room - they’ll take off. Just I heard that from 
some of his friends, I don’t know if it is true or not, I think you told 
that?  

Wendy:  It’s true. 

Swami: So sorry, I don’t want to put you in the trouble. (laughter)  

Clint:  It’s a true story. 

Swami:  So interesting soul when he put his leg there... So today is 
full moon day guys. So, when the stars is starting to blooming, I 
recommend...Today we are so much opened with the huge energy in 
the open nature, connecting with strong powerful positive vibrations. 
So, today, sit in your rooms, take shower, good hot shower, then do 
deep meditation at least two to three hours. 

Student: Any specific thing to meditate on, any mantra? 

Swami: You can do whatever you feels comfortable with, any prayer, 
any tradition prayer, any your favorite prayer. The master’s blessing 
is coming into your life. Even though you took any other prayers, the 
master, especially my energy can fix any master’s energy in the 
universe. So, no problem, whatever you pray, your prayer - do it. 
Everybody is receiving huge blessing. Ok? By the twenty-fourth, after 
the lunch here, we are going back to the, our ashram, Penukonda. 
And I’m arranging good air conditioning busses. They are good 
busses, not like twenty kilometers per hour. (laughter) I will try to 
come in the busses. It’s a good talking with the speakers, we’ll see. 
It’s a good fun conversation. 

So today is the full moon day. I have to do my personal process, so to 
take care. I think this is the last full moon day for this old, new 
millennium, so special power. Everybody can, it’s my sincere, serious 
advice, try to meditate very deeperly. Open your heart, think of your 
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desires, prayers to the God, helping. Identify your mistakes, ask the 
God to forgive that.  That two things very important.  Ok?  Good-bye. 

End of Talk 

 


